It's been a year since the Zpocalypse started. All the cities are gone, and what few survivors remain are bedraggled and living off the remnants of what came before. Zombies still infest the wastelands with abandon and every new death leads to an undeath. It's been survival of the meanest, baddest, and cleverest ever since. Standing apart from the fray is the Z-team, a special-ops group. They've been selected for their diverse zombie-slaying abilities and equipped to eradicate the infected zones so humanity can start the process of rebuilding civilization.

Introduces new survivor miniatures, weapons, and scenarios centered around the vehicles and fortifications.

Selling Points:
- Expansion to the base game Zpocalypse (sold separately)
- 4 Survivors Miniatures (each approx. 12 x 25 x 35mm)
- 4 Zpocalypse Survivor Cards
- 4 Zpocalypse Weapon Cards
- 2 Advanced Scenarios
- Miniatures compatible with other tabletop games

Target Market
- Players of other board and roleplaying games
- Ages 14-Adult
- Fans of Zombie-themed horror and comedy media
- Current Zpocalypse players

Related Products
- Zpocalypse: Core Game
- Fortification Pack

Z Team ALPHA - introduces new survivors (Survivalist, Scientist, Brute, Engineer), scenarios, weapons, and vehicles (M35 Cargo Truck) bringing a whole new set of challenges and adventures to the world of Zpocalypse.

Z Team BETA - introduces new survivors (Medic, Gunner, Sniper, Psycho), scenarios, weapons, and vehicles (Tank/APC) bringing a whole new set of challenges and adventures to the world of Zpocalypse.

Fortification Pack - includes 41 post-apocalyptic fortifications. Designed to enhance the parent game, Zpocalypse, the fortification miniatures replace their cardboard counter parts.